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A NOTE FROM
THE PRESIDENT
New Ecology recently wrapped
up two major efforts to evaluate
the risks of global warming on
affordable housing in Delaware
and Massachusetts.
What is the biggest risk from
global warming affordable
housing residents will face?
It’s not hurricanes, sea level
rise or inland flooding—it’s the
consequences of extreme heat.

BuildingWell
Finch Cambridge: A Unique Approach to
Affordable, Passive, Multifamily Housing
BY MICHELLE MORAN, SENIOR ASSOCIATE &
TOM CHASE, SENIOR PROJECT MANAGER

Finch Cambridge is an exciting, newly-constructed, 98-unit affordable housing apartment
building located in Cambridge, MA. It is owned by Homeowner’s Rehab, Inc. (HRI), a
non-profit owner and developer supporting diverse communities and affordable, highquality housing. The team began the project with a lofty goal—design and construct a new
affordable housing development in Cambridge—out of danger from

In older buildings that have do not
have AC, prolonged heat waves
can make apartments, especially
with elderly residents, unsafe to
occupy for days or weeks. The
frequency and severity of these
events is increasing due to global
warming. For buildings with AC,
power outages due to heat waves,
fires, or storms pose similar risks.
New Ecology’s team is not just
studying these issues—we are
helping owners address them
as buildings are renovated
or improved, and helping
community groups purchase
window AC units at wholesale
prices.
The new normal for New
Ecology is to continue the work
of identifying climate risks at the
building level and facilitating
ways to adapt to the new normal
of global warming.
— Edward F. Connelly
NEI President

Finch Cambridge is an affordable, mutlifamily development in Cambridge that is persuing Passive House certification.

future sea level rise and storm surge flooding–while also meeting the highest energy
efficiency standard possible. Raising the bar even higher, HRI later decided to go for full
Passive House certification under the PHIUS+ 2015 rating system, administered by the
Passive House Institute US. In the end, the final project cost was only 1.4% above the
original estimate for the non-Passive House design baseline, and represented a cost
savings after rebates and incentives were factored in.
New Ecology (NEI) was brought on-board at the beginning of the project as the
sustainability consultant to ensure the building was designed and built to the most rigorous
standards for energy efficiency, occupant health and comfort, and environmental impact.
continued on next page
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PROJECT DETAILS:
• Owner: Homeowner’s Rehab, Inc.
• Architect: ICON Architecture

• General Contractor: NEI General
Contracting

• Units: 98

• Size: 101,024 sq. ft.

• Location: Cambridge, MA

CERTIFICATIONS:
• Enterprise Green Communities
certification expected late 2020
• PHIUS+ 2015 Certification
expected late 2020
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As the project evolved, it was awarded funding from the Massachusetts Clean Energy
Center (MassCEC) Passive House Design Challenge, and the decision was made to pursue
certification. The developer and design team engaged in a collaborative learning process on
what it means to create a new, affordable Passive House residential building. NEI also oversaw
the construction testing and verification for certification. After completion of this process, HRI
enlisted NEI to install a Remote Monitoring & Optimization (ReMO) system to track energy and
water usage performance, indoor air quality, and solar PV electricity generation. This system
will help HRI ensure that the building continues to meet the Passive House intent.
Finch Cambridge was a project of many firsts. Not only is it the largest new affordable housing
development built in Cambridge in the past 40 years, it will also be the first Passive House
certified affordable, multifamily housing development in Massachusetts (and the state’s second
Passive House certified multifamily building). It is also the first development to meet the City
of Cambridge Article 22 requirements using Enterprise Green Communities, and the City has
since adopted this strategy in their compliance pathways for other future affordable housing
projects. To top it all off, on October 30, 2020, PHIUS announced that Finch Cambridge and
the team at ICON architects were awarded the annual prize for Best Affordable Project in the
PHIUS Design Awards.
Congratulations to everyone on the team, and thank you to HRI for allowing us to play a part in
this outstanding new development!

Solutions and Features

• PHIUS+ 2015 Certification expected late 2020
• Remote monitoring of heating, cooling, and DHW systems, indoor air quality, rooftop ERVs, water use,
and solar PV production
• $147,000 in incentives from MassCEC through the Passive House Design Challenge
• Airtight: 0.46 ACH50
• 105 kW solar PV system
• Living spaces and mechanical and electrical equipment elevated above 2070 flood level
• Solar shading on south- and west-facing windows to prevent summertime overheating
• Triple-glazed windows with thermally broken frames to prevent thermal bridging
• Continuous exterior insulation
• Central ERVs providing continuous ventilation
• Central VRF providing heating and cooling
• Large community spaces for residents including a lounge and community kitchen, homework nooks, and
a rooftop terrace with raised gardening beds

ACEEE RELEASES NEW REPORT ON ENERGY BURDENS
In September, ACEEE released an
updated study of energy burdens—the
percentage of household income spent
on energy bills—in the United States.
The findings are critically important
and, unfortunately, not surprising.
Low-income households, renters, and
Black, Hispanic, and older households
tend to have higher energy burdens.
Low-income households’ energy
burden (8.1%) is three times the median

BY PAT COLEMAN, DELAWARE REGIONAL MANAGER

burden (2.3%) for non-low-income
households. The report finds that
“the median energy burden for Black
households is 43% higher than for
non-Hispanic white households (4.2%
versus 2.9%), and the median energy
burden for Hispanic households is
20% higher than that for non-Hispanic
white households (3.5% versus 2.9%).”
The pattern is similar for residents of
multifamily housing, manufactured

housing, and older buildings. The report
also provides useful analysis at the
regional and metropolitan scale, and
New Ecology notes that we and our
sister organization—Elevate Energy—are
actively working with partners—many
of you—in four of the five metro regions
with the greatest energy burden
challenges (Baltimore, San Antonio,
Philadelphia, Detroit, and Boston) to
address these inequities.
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WE ARE HIRING!
New Ecology is looking to expand our
team! We have several open positions,
and we are successfully working to
on-board and train new hires remotely.
We are currently hiring for:
• HERS Rater/Assistant Project
Manager (Baltimore)
• Contracts Administrator (Boston)
• Senior Energy Engineer (Boston)
• Project Manager, Green Building
& Energy Efficiency (Boston)
• HERS Rater (Boston)

Visit newecology.org/category/jobs
for our complete list of job postings and
instructions on how to apply.

newecology.org
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Comparing Code Baseline and Passive
Construction for Multifamily Projects
BY JUSTIN IOVENITTI, ENERGY ENGINEER

As the number of states adopting carbon reduction and clean energy mandates grows,
a whole host of new programs aimed at shifting conventions have come online. In the
construction industry, many localities have incentivized passive design techniques such
as those championed by the Passive House Institute US and Passive House International.
This is especially true for multifamily projects. Whether through grants, stretch codes, Low
Income Housing Tax Credits, or other incentive programs, the interest in Passive House
certification has never been higher.
Passive design places a greater emphasis on super-insulated enclosures, airtight construction, thermal bridging mitigation, solar gain optimization, and balanced ventilation
to promote durable buildings which use very little energy. For the most part, there is
awareness in the design profession around these concepts. To encourage raising the bar
further, many states are helping to offset the cost of Passive House feasibility studies conducted by individuals trained in energy modeling for passive certification. These studies
describe additional steps needed to transform a proposed design into a certifiable low
energy building. This study should be conducted early enough so that design decisions
are not set in stone, but after initial decision-making on assemblies and building systems
has taken place.
New Ecology has prepared many such studies in Massachusetts and Delaware for design
and development teams with and without previous Passive House experience. While
climate impacts play a major role
in the measures needed to meet
heating and cooling performance
metrics, we have found that in
some cases, only modest changes
can raise an existing code design
to Passive House levels (see chart
at left).
Since low energy buildings are
much less costly to operate, savvy
owners would be wise to pay
attention to these developments.
Millions of square feet of newly
certified buildings are being constructed, bringing more attention
to those espousing these principles. Most importantly, passive
design provides many benefits to
occupants, including increased
health, improved indoor environmental quality, lower sound transmission, and significantly reduced
utility costs.
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Leveraging On-The-Ground Knowledge
for Resilience Planning
BY FRANK STONE, PROJECT MANAGER
In our last newsletter, we explored the recently completed Climate Hazard Adaptation and Resilience Masterplan
(CHARM) project, created for the Massachusetts Department of Housing and Community Development (DHCD)
in collaboration with KLF. This multi-year project, completed to assess the risks and vulnerabilities at MA public
housing developments, created a number of new, focused, and publicly-accessible tools which may well be
adaptable to solving climate resilience
challenges facing your organization.
Two tools were designed specifically to
diagnose risks on the ground, and to
facilitate planning and communication
to reduce those risks. First, the rapid
risk and vulnerability assessment (RVA),
is designed to leverage institutional
knowledge of the risks facing a given
property. Once those risks are known,
the graphics-based building and site
guideline tool is designed to enable
communication and planning across
teams to help enable needed resiliency
upgrades. NEI would like to share some
insight into how these publicly accessible tools may be useful to public or
private property managers looking to
mitigate climate change risks.
Once a property is known to be at risk,
the task shifts to efficiently assessing
risks on the ground and then reducing
risks through targeted, easy-to-communicate practical solutions. The on the
ground assessment is completed by
engaging experienced property managers who know the site for a quick,
20-minute questionnaire designed to
pinpoint specific vulnerabilities to be
remedied. Questions, posed in Yes/No
format, allow for diagnosing risks related to emergency preparedness, risks
on the outside and inside of a building,
backup resources, and areas of refuge.
Once completed, the rapid RVA lists
strategies to reduce risks, and adds up
answers to create a trackable resilience
score between 0-100 that can measure
progress as risks are reduced.
Once specific risks at a given property are identified, enabling communication on the changes needed is key
to making them happen. Building and Site Guidelines, a tool designed to empower communication between
on-site mangers, capital planners, architects, and engineers, provides a common touch-point, enabling each
group to understand next steps, and allocate time and resources towards resilience preparation. Many of these
continued on next page
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solutions range from the simple, such as sealing penetrations through the buildings, to avoiding the use of
carpeting where flooding may be a future risk, to the more forward-looking, like raising equipment above the
base flood elevation or planning for a “cool roof” in areas where summers are expected to be increasingly
severe. Communicating on means and measures to reduce risk were key NEI/KLF goals in helping to enable
managers to reduce or eliminate risks to residents and properties.

These tools are highly adaptable and will be useful for all types of property owners, managers, and developers
throughout Massachusetts. They will be publicly available soon. NEI is happy to discuss specific needs or adapt
tools to your building typologies and resilience needs. We have also used these tools to prepare site-specific
reports with recommendations, and would be happy to help you with the same.

NEW ECOLOGY PROJECTS

IN THE NEWS

New Ecology is mentioned on the Passive House
Massachusetts website in this announcement
about the opening of Finch Cambridge, the first
affordable, multifamily Passive House building in
Massachusetts.
https://phmass.org/finch-cambridge-opens/

New Ecology is mentioned in this announcement
from Passive House Institute US about their 2020
PHIUS Passive House Projects Competition- Finch
Cambridge won many awards, including best overall project for 2020.
https://www.phius.org/passive-house-conference-calendar/2020-phius-passive-house-projects-competition

BON VOYAGE, DEB!
New Ecology would like to wish a very happy retirement to
our Director of New Markets, Debra Hall.
Deb was a positive force for NEI for five years. She came to
us with a wealth of knowledge on affordable multifamily
housing development. Her
passion for this work and
her can-do attitude has
made a real impact and has
been an inspiration to the
rest of us.
We will miss her contributions, wonderful disposition
and friendship dearly. Best
wishes, Deb!
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We recently polled NEI staff about how our habits, hobbies, and interests have evolved over the
past six months due to COVID-19. The answers were candid, interesting, and often humorous.

How have your habits
changed in the past
six months?

What is a new hobby, skill
or interest you have picked
up in the past six months?

More time with loved ones.

Playing with my new pet! (and
coffee). Purchased an espresso
machine, have been trying out different coffee beans and working on
my latte art. Also have returned to
practicing my German and Korean.

I have a new afternoon cheese plate
ritual and make pizza every Sunday... getting cheesier in general.
Downsized to 1 car, wearing
slippers everyday, slightly better
at organizing my home and work
spaces, drinking more coffee.
In fact they haven’t changed that
much. I still bike to/from most
places in the city and work in my
community garden in my free time.
The past 3-4 months, I’ve been
biking into the deserted downtown
area and holding down the fort
in our empty office.
Started walking, most mornings,
5 miles. Started to turn it into a wog
(walk and jog) and now can run
2-3 miles without stopping.
Almost 100% of
home-cooked meals!
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I’ve started to play pickleball, have
put about 300 miles on an ebike.
Recently got a new puppy so
spending time training her and
showing her the world.
Making sourdough bread.
It’s not new, but I am getting
better at fixing household things
by myself.
More baking, gardening and walks
in the woods with the kids.
Helping my son search out new
collectibles items (coins, comics
and trading cards).

NEI STAFF APPRECIATION EVENTS

Taking deep breaths, teeth
grinding, furniture building.
I have been camping multiple
times in New England. I also
re-ignited my love for reading
during these times.
Evening walks!
I guess I finally learned how to
make croissants and kouign aman
pastries from scratch, so that’s
something.
I’ve started drawing more,
spending time with family.
Hearing music instead just
listening to music.
Does home theater count as a
hobby? I had started renovating
our basement bonus room.
‘NEI Staff & Alumni Game Night’
almost weekly, painting birthday
cards, stamp collecting, Pokemon,
mapping out some local trails.

This fall, New Ecology staff met up in person for the first time in over six months! On October 20th, staff from the Boston area gathered
at the beautiful Wachusett Mountain State Reservation in Princeton, MA. On November 6th, staff from the Baltimore and Wilmington
offices met at the spectacular Longwood Gardens in Kennett Square, PA.
NEI staff were able to catch
up and relax while remaining
safe in stunning outdoor settings—the perfect opportunity
to briefly take the time out to
unwind and connect after an
unusual year.
Left: Members of the Mid-Atlantic teams at
Longwood Gardens. Right: Members of the
Boston team at Wachusett’s Balance Rock.
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WHAT’S COMING UP?
Planning for Resilience in Multifamily
Housing: A Portfolio-Wide Approach
(recorded presentation)
Event: Better Buildings Webinar Series
NEI Speaker: Tom Chase
“…learn about real-world resiliency planning
that can serve as models for property owners
and managers. Speakers will discuss how to
make the business case for resilience, assess
risks by region, and prioritize projects; they
will also address how to use energy efficiency
and new technologies to minimize risk and
maintain business continuity.”
Watch the presentation.
Beyond Code: Resilient Zoning, Design
Guidelines and Specs
Date: December 2nd, 10-11:30 a.m.
Event: Architecture Boston Expo
NEI Speaker: Tom Chase
“The session will explore how leading municipalities and state agencies are integrating
resilience in their zoning, design guidelines,
and standard specifications address climate
change risks for buildings, their occupants,
and neighborhoods.”
Register here.
Emerald Cities E-Contractor Academy
Date: December 17 - Partnership Strategies
(This is the final session; students will learn
about business growth and access to capital.)
Emerald Cities is focused on building
sustainable and inclusive local economies.
In Boston, they run a free 9-week
program called E-Contractor Academy to
encourage minority-, women-, veteran-,
and disadvantaged-contractors build their
businesses in energy efficiency. The education
also strengthens the students’ business skills,
widening their network and helping them
find projects. Jonah DeCola from NEI was
a speaker at their October 29th session on
Business Capacity Requirements, presenting
on Worker Safety and Site-Specific programs.
This program gives back to the community
through education while helping improve
Boston’s Energy and Water efficiency. They
are looking for sponsors, knowledgeable
speakers, and partners.
More information here.

newecology.org
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Planning for the Future: DHW from
Alternative Sources

BY JUSTIN IOVENITTI, ENERGY ENGINEER

Green building advocates are promoting electrification to reduce carbon
emissions from existing buildings, an imperative in meeting long-range climate
goals. Switching fossil fueled systems to electricity would pave the way for
reduced carbon emissions once the electric grid is powered by clean energy
sources like wind and solar.
The biggest struggle in the push to electrify is finding a cost-effective way to
provide domestic hot water (DHW) for bathing, laundry, and cleaning without
using fossil fuels. Buildings with large hot water loads (such as multifamily
buildings, dormitories, or hotels) face a major challenge when trying to avoid
fossil fuels. In the US, hot water is provided by a natural gas fired system in
nine million apartments in buildings with five or more units, a majority in this
category.
The engineering team at New Ecology has been studying this issue. Using a
baseline of a high efficiency gas-fired DHW system, NEI simulated the energy,
cost performance, and carbon impact of non-gas fired alternatives. For the
purposes of this exercise, we evaluated various alternative cases for a 133unit apartment building in Boston calibrated against historical utility data. The
cases included electric resistance water heaters in various configurations: HFC
refrigerant-based heat pump water heaters, CO2 refrigerant-based heat pump
water heaters, air to water heat pumps, and solar thermal systems.
Our analysis found that in all cases, the annual utility costs are 2%-12% higher
than the baseline gas system. All proposed electric systems are more energy
efficient than the gas baseline, but the cost of natural gas is cheaper than
electricity. Carbon emissions are also forecasted to increase under all scenarios based on the current carbon conversion rates of the US electric grid and
natural gas. Currently there is a relatively dirty mix of electricity generation in
use in much of the US. As the electric grid gets “cleaner”, the carbon emissions
may be lower for these options in the future.
A myriad of options remain for providing DHW from non-fossil fuel burning
systems either now or in the future. The applicability of these options depends
on the local climate, building size and configuration, tenant population, and
budget. For example, heat pump water heaters are highly efficient, promising
systems, however, they require a large amount of space in a building’s
mechanical room, on the roof, or both. For those taking a “wait and see”
approach, considering this requirement during the design phase can help to
future-proof buildings and ease the transition away from fossil fuels.
With various jurisdictions exploring natural gas bans for new construction,
this will remain a hot topic. We don’t currently have a silver bullet to achieve
cost parity with natural gas DHW systems, but this won’t prevent those on the
cutting-edge of sustainability from pursuing more environmentally friendly
options.

NEWSLETTER CONTRIBUTORS: MICHELLE MORAN, JUSTIN IOVENITTI, FRANK STONE,
REBECCA ANSOLABEHERE, BARBARA MARTINS, LAUREN BEACH, PAT COLEMAN,
TOM CHASE, EDUARDO RAMOS, MARTY DAVEY, ED CONNELLY.
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Staff Profile
Name: Eduardo Ramos
Title: Energy Engineer
What does your job entail? I work directly with owners or management companies of
affordable, multifamily developments on renovation projects aiming to reduce energy
consumption and environmental impact. I assist them in the process of applying for utility
incentives, and technical support during the design, installation, and verification process.

Eduardo and friend at the American Museum of
Natural History.

LET’S TALK

New Ecology is eager to work with
partners who are interested in
learning more about our work and
how we can help you to achieve
your project’s goals. We have
worked on hundreds of projects for
owners in market sectors including
housing, office, retail, education,
healthcare, government, arts, and
nonprofit.
Our passion and commitment is
best demonstrated by the fact that
we have been at the leading edge
of community-based sustainable
development since 1999.

What is the most inspiring/interesting part of your job? Being able to help lowincome families reduce their utility bills. As a graduate of a public university, I feel that I
need to give back to the government and society, helping the people who need it most,
using the skills that I have learned during my time in school and university.
What is a challenge people in this industry face that you would like to solve?
Human behavior is one of the most difficult parameters to measure and predict in a
building energy analysis. But it’s also the parameter that may have the most impact,
because the best Energy
Conservation Measure
is “Do Not Use Energy”.
Therefore, I think spending
time with residents and
showing them different
ways to reduce energy
use at home, like how to
operate the thermostats,
lights, window shades, fan,
etc., following a schedule
that fits their requirements.

What do you like to do
outside of work?
I like spending time outside
in the woods, walking, or
Eduardo at the Grand Canyon.
hiking when it is not too
At the same time, our reach,
cold outside. I also enjoy
approach and successful model have
going
out
to
breweries
or
bars
when
they
have
live
music
presentations.
When I need to
helped us attract and retain a talented
be
indoors,
I
like
playing
video
games,
listening
to
music,
and
playing
guitar.
staff known for its desire to make
advances in a new and growing field.
Favorite movie/TV show/Band? I like inspirational movies, so one of my favorites is
Interested in learning more? Contact
“The Pursuit of Happyness” (2006), which shows that everything is possible if we give
info@newecology.org or call 617-557everything of ourselves. My favorite bands are U2, Radiohead, and Linkin Park.
1700.
What are you doing to keep happy and healthy in quarantine? I usually go out for
a run around the neighborhood, or I work out at home following different apps when it’s
cold outside. Lately, I tend to play guitar whenever I feel stress after a long day of work.
Fortunately, my job takes me out of my home three days a week, so I enjoy the view of the
multi-color leaves on the trees during the Fall when I am driving.
BOSTON | BALTIMORE
| WILMINGTON
15 Court Square, Suite 420
Boston, MA 02108
www.newecology.org
617-557-1700

What is advice you would give to somebody looking to start in this industry?
First, let them know that this is a great industry where your actions can have a lot of impact
on people’s lives and the environment. Second, identify two or three roles in this industry
and try to connect with people that are currently working in those roles to have a better
panorama and choose what interests you. Third, train yourself to learn a lot in a short time
because technology is evolving so fast that you need to keep up all the time. Finally, this
industry is so big and small at the same time—so try to build a network of people that you
can rely on to do business in the future.

